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Things turned out quite different from what we are used to over the past year. KinderRijk started the year 
with a lockdown period and offering emergency care to children whose parents were working in essential 
sectors. Far from normal circumstances. Covid was also a recurring theme in the Parents' Council. As a 
discussion partner for the chairman of KinderRijk’s Board of Directors on issues that are relevant to all 
parents and children within the organisation, we regularly discussed the consequences of these lockdown 
periods for KinderRijk itself: was the organisation able to appropriately handle the emergency-care 
situation, both in practice and financially? What was the situation regarding sick leave and the mental 
state of the employees? Was KinderRijk sufficiently of use to the children and parents who were 'stuck at 
home’? All kinds of questions came up, but naturally, also other subjects were discussed. We have 
included below a summary of our year and the actions we have taken to represent the interests of all the 
children and parents at a central level. 
 

Health and Safety Policy 
The year started with a positive opinion from the Parent Council on the adjustment of the Health and 
Safety policy, which was updated according to the latest statutory requirements as well as the locations’ 
findings on the policy over the past two years. 
 

Multimedia use and policy  
The policy on the use of multimedia was also updated. The Parent Council agreed to the changes. First 
and foremost, KinderRijk does not propagate multimedia use within its pedagogical policy/activities. This 
policy is relevant in case multimedia is effectively being used.  
 

Customer satisfaction survey  
The results of the customer satisfaction survey were back on the agenda this year. It provides the Parent 
Council with a clear understanding of parents’ satisfaction with various aspects of childcare and where 
there is room for improvement. The next customer satisfaction survey was planned for September 2021. 
The survey questions were discussed with the Parent Council beforehand. 
 

'A fruitful conversation' webinar 
As an alternative to the biennial meeting with the Parent Council and Parent Committees which could not 
be held due to covid, the Parent Council organised the webinar 'A fruitful conversation' with Ruben 
Fukkink, professor with an endowed chair for child care, in May 2021. How can the parents and staff 
members have a fruitful conversation about a child? This question was a central item during the webinar 
and linked up well with a focal point that ensued from the KinderRijk customer satisfaction survey: the 
need for more information/communication about the development of their child(ren).  
 

The Year of Pedagogy 
Pedagogy is always at the top of the agenda of the Parent Council. The fact that 'The Year of Pedagogy’ 
was one of the priorities for the Parent Council in 2021 therefore does not come as a surprise.  
In spring 2021, KinderRijk kicked off with 'The Year of Pedagogy’. A starting memorandum was drawn up 

and all teams focused on a number of questions: which items should according to them be expressed in 

the pedagogical vision, what are typical elements in their pedagogical actions, etc. Everyone has been 

actively engaged with this and has provided input. Based on this, KinderRijk's pedagogical vision was 

reviewed, the pedagogical actions and policy were rewritten and then presented during the organisation’s 

study day in April 2022.  

To this day, the Parent Council has constantly been informed regarding all the things that happen in 
pedagogical matters and is pleased to see how the theme of pedagogy is gaining (renewed) focus within 
the organisation.  
 

 



 

 

Internal complaint procedure 
The internal evaluation by KinderRijk revealed that complaints were not always perceived to be as 
handled objectively and independently. In addition, the steps to be taken were not clear enough for 
everyone. Therefore, it was decided to have the complaints sent to another central point for further 
processing within the organisation and more detailed steps were added. The Parent Council gave a 
positive opinion concerning the changed procedure. 
 

Parent Council as an independent advisory body  
The possibility of establishing the Parent Council as an independent body was first discussed in 2020. The 
Parent Council has always consisted of a delegation from the Parent Committees who also serve on the 
council in rotating composition. To improve continuity, independence and efficiency, the Parent Council 
submitted a request for an opinion to all Parent Committees, whereby the members would no longer be 
representatives of the local Parent Committees, but instead a fixed group of parents representing all the 
parents of KinderRijk. In early July 2021, the opinion request with the Parent Committees was positively 
concluded and the new Central Parent Council was appointed in September.  
 

Fees for 2022 
By the end of August 2021, the Parent Council and Parent Committees that did not approve of the fees 
received a request for an opinion on the intended change of fees from 1 January 2022. As every year, the 
fees committee of the Parent Council studied the request for an opinion in detail.  
 

Parent participation  
In healthy childcare environments, children are provided a familiar second home with every opportunity to 
establish friendships and make new discoveries. KinderRijk highly values its role as 'parenting partner'. It 
is therefore vital to have good and frequent contacts with parents and to work together. Parent 
participation therefore plays a significant role. A survey was held in April 2021 among non-Dutch speaking 
parents within KinderRijk and among Dutch speaking parents (through the client panel) in order to find out 
the parents’ needs in terms of parental involvement and participation. The results were shared with the 
Parent Council and this was a recurring topic on the agenda, and also at the annual meeting with the 
Parent Committees on 18 November 2021. The discussions showed that, on the one hand, involvement of 
and communication with non-Dutch-speaking parents is not always as good as it could be and, on the 
other hand, that it is hard to find members for the Parent Committees throughout KinderRijk. The 
discussion has not yet been finalised, but for better involvement of non-Dutch speaking parents in 
KinderRijk's care services, KinderRijk will in any case investigate which themes are important to them and 
organise theme meetings in English.  
 

Annual Meeting of the Central Parent Council and delegates of the Parent Committees   
On 18 November 2021, the first annual meeting was held with the members of the Central Parent Council 
and delegates from thirteen Parent Committees who were present. The annual meeting is a vital element 
in the renewed cooperation between the Central Parent Council and Parent Committees, where, among 
other things, the priorities of the Parent Council for the coming year are considered together.  
A live introduction between each Parent Council member and his or her Parent Committee was 
unfortunately not possible, as the meeting eventually had to be held online for security reasons due to 
covid. Nevertheless, we can look back on a successful meeting, where the Parent Council received a 
great deal of valuable input from the attending members of the Parent Committees.  
 
In short, we look back on an eventful year. Would you like to learn more about any of the above items, the 
Parent Committee at your location or the Central Parent Council? Feel free to drop by your location 
manager or send an e-mail to ouderraad@kinderrijk.nl. 
 

Togethe r  we  w i l l  p rov i de  the  bes t  care  for  your  ch i l d !  
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